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 A: Just remove the unix socket, so that it's really a direct access to the server. You can use a normal port instead. A good idea is to use a different port for the unix socket than the one where you configure the service in the web server configuration. This evening, the Bitcoin Cash BCHD/USD pair broke down below $3,750 and fell to a low of $3,600. The market ended the day $260 lower at $3,370.
The BitMEX Research team highlighted BCHD/USD as a potential target for the long-term. They wrote, “We believe that Bitcoin Cash may have greater long-term potential than many of the other Bitcoin Cash clones, as we believe that it is the most attractive clone of Bitcoin Cash. It retains the BCH block size limit of 128 MB, which will limit the maximum amount of data that can be contained in

each block to 2.08 GB, compared to up to 4.6 GB for Bitcoin Cash ABC. Moreover, the network can accommodate this scaling solution easily, unlike most other Bitcoin Cash clones, which may run into scaling issues with future transactions.” As per CoinGape, BCHD/USD has traded as low as $3,298 earlier today before recovering to the same price level a few hours later. Yesterday, the market
started off well at $4,263 but later started falling and ended the day at $3,610. The digital currency declined from $4,700 on January 18 to as low as $3,300 this week. On the monthly basis, the price went from $4,134 to $3,434, a fall of around 26%. The trading volume increased to $13.6 billion, a 4-day high. Meanwhile, the market capitalization of the digital currency also hit a four-day high of
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